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Legal Activists Advance Agency Actions
/

by Chuck Leone
Three groups associated with
Professor John Banzhafs legal
activism course recently advanced their respective campaigns through court and agency
actions. SCRAP (Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures) obtained an order from
a three-judge district court setting aside an order of the Inter- .
state
Commerce
Commission
authorizing rate increases on recyclable commodities. WATCH
(Watchers Against Television
Commercial Harassment) filed a
petition for rule making with the
Federal Communications Commission, asking that the Commission limit commercial interruptions on television to the hour
and half-hour and limit commercial time to eight minutes per
hour. BREATHE (Breathers for
the Reduction of Atmospheric
Hazards to the Environment)
filed suit against the mayor and
the D.C. government for failure
to enforce air pollution regulations and intervened in a review
of an EPA plan for the metropolitan area.
"
,

"-,.,.,.,.,..
SCRAP ~

The SCRAP victory was the
fourth chapter in a long-standing
effort by former National Law
Center students to challenge
Interstate
Commerce Commission authorization of railroad
rate increases on shipments of
recyclable
materials
on the
ground that the Commission had
failed to comply with the pre-

by Tomas Garza
The newly-elected SBA held
an organizational meeting on
February 19, 1974. The following
students were appointed to chair
its standing committees: Calendar Reform, Mike Brourman;
Curriculum and Schedules, Frank
Gumpert; Grade Reform, John
Gunther; Library, Chuck Williams; Physical Facilities, Craig
Schiller;
University
Policies,
Judd Kutcher;
Clinical Law,
David Manning;
Communications, Ellen Peter; Evaluations,
Susie
Foreman;
Grievances,
Louis Francis; Night Caucus,
Dan Curran; Placement, Marcia
Hughes; Lockers, Oliver Long;
Graduation,
Karen
Radius;
ABA/LSD, John Shapleigh, Oliver Long (Alt.l; Speakers, John
. Shapleigh, Louis Francis; Sports,.

scriptions of the National Environmental Policy Act.
Circuit Judge J. Skelly Wright,
writing
for the three-judge
panel, found that the Commission's most recent attempt to
meet the commands of NEP A
were "substantially
deficient,"
and thus vacated the Commission's order authorizing the rate
increase on recyclable commodities.
The SCRAP effort" began
when the ICC approved temporary rate increases in freight
rates
on most commodities.
When the ICC hesitated to approve a permanent increase and
ordered an investigation, SCRAP
commenced its initial action in
1972, contending that NEP A

compelled the Commission to
prepare and consider an environmental impact statement before permitting any rate increases. A preliminary injunction
issued by a U.S. District Court
was reversed by the Supreme
Court in United States v. SCRAP
(412 U.S. 669) in June 1973, and
the case was later remanded to
the distric-t court.
The ICC, in the meantime,
adopted a statement to the effect
that the rate increases would
have no significant adverse effect
on the environment. It was this
statement that the district court
found inadequate in the just"decided case.
. SCRAP was joined at the
initial stages of the litigation by

co-plaintiff-intervenors Environmental Defense Fund, the Nationa I Parks and Conservation
Association,. and the IzaakWalton League. The National Association of Secondary Materials Industries and the Institute of
Scrap Iron and Steel have more
recently intervened,

~WATCH~

ter." WATCH proposed that the
Commission adopt a rule limiting
commercial interruptions to the
hour and half-hour, and providing a three-year time-table for
the reduction of the amount of
commercial time on television to
8 minutes per hour.
WATCH was formed in the fall
of 1973 in ProCessor Banzhaf's
legal activism course, and consists of Ruth McNaughton,
Margo Neuman
and Chuck
Leone.

In a petition filed Tuesday,
February 26, with the Federal
Communications
Commission,
WATCH (Watchers Agasint TelIn its petition, WATCH prievision Commercial Harassment)
marily took issue with the growexpressed extensive dissatisfacing number of commercials on
tion with current television com- ".TV, and pointed to the rising
mercial practices, and alleged wave of viewer discontent as an
that television's airwaves are
(Please Turn to P. 2, Col.!)
"polluted with commercial clut-

Grievance Recourse Demanded
by John Angus and Stella Allison
The past" month has been a
very important period of time for
all students of the National Law
Center, but perhaps of the most
significance to the newest members of the Law School-the first
year students. The verdict is in
on last semester; all the papers
have been corrected, and all the
grades reported.
For some (the select few
"straight-A students"), this momentous event raises thoughts of
Law Review, and a lucrative
"first job" offer. To the majority,
it marks the confirmation of the
belief that they indeed possess
the ability to pursue a career in
the field of law. A third group,

however, is faced with a more
serious question-"Do
I really
belong here and can I remain?"
These thoughts are usually in
addition to the immediate reaction of "I couldn't have done that
poorly" and "honestly I don't
believe I should have received
such a low grade." The third
group is made up by those who,
obviously, fall into the D and F
category.
Failures are to be expected in
any system in which success can
be measured quantitatively. In
this particular institution, that
measure is the' numbers
1
through 100, with the arbitrary
cut-off point of 65. Above a 65
and one "may" be a lawyer-

The Paper Chase-NLC Style
Upset with their grades, and in
below it and he/she can't, Even
order to inform their classmates
in a school with extremely
competitive
admission
pro- of this sorry state of affairs,
cedures. it must be expected that several students requested indi.there will be rare instances when viduals to remain after a class
an individual does not "make the last week. Any thoughts of "sour
grade ". ·
grapes," or "you flunked. don't
in the information office, and the
John Brusniak; Social. Frances
fight it," were rapidly dissipated
Afterthe ritual of the viewing
deadline for applications is March
when
it became known that the
Halsey,
of the grades, however, the
only form of appeal is to the'
6,1974.
question on the lips of many was
I hope that all interested stu/This year I appointed John 'a loud "what isthe cause of this individual professor. and such
dents who wish to participate in
Brusniak as the Sports Chair- thusnesss?" One class showed an appeals may be brushed aside
any committee would please
with such maxims as "No post
man. John has already organized
extremely
low average.
and
contact the respective commitrnorterns", "I don't have the
a basketball tournament for NLC another stood out with several
time", or "See you in Septees. There is much work to do
grades in the 40's and approxiteams.
tember".
towards improving the National
mately 15% below the magic
Law Center, but it takes stuDuring my campaign, I men- number.
At this- meeting, an ad hoc
dents who are willing to devote tioned the need for some social
committee
of students
was
. .
Some. with their legal careers
organized to express the group's
some time and t h err Ideas to ac- activity. I firmly believe that the
placed in early jeopardy, may
complish any objective.
NLC should have at least one have given serious thought to dissatisfaction 'with the present
system and to formulate recomThere are also six studentsocial event for all students each withdrawing from school. Others,
mendations to be made at the
faculty committees which will be yea~. Fran?i Halsey is the new disbelieving their eyes, and with appropriate time. '
.,
organized again this year. The ~oclal Cha~rperso.n. If you are an honest belief that some
This group has met several
Committee on Committees head- interested in helping her, please
"mistake" had been made, sought
ed by Judd Kutcher, will' select • contact her and offer your ideas.
to institute an immediate appeal. times, and is now in the process
Much to their shock (as well as of outlining several proposals
at random those members who
Our next meeting is on March
chagrin), they learned that there which it feels would remedy the
will serve on the student-faculty
6, 1974, at the 4th floor of the
is no "right" to appeal a given current state of affairs regarding
committees. If anyone is inter- Library. Everyone is welcome to grade, and the only possible the grading situation. The group
rested in applying for a student-attend,
offer their ideas, and to review is subject to the sole
(Please Turn to P. 6, Col. 4)
faculty committee, the forms are participate in the meeting .. , .....
discretion of the professor.
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'Banzhaf's Bandits' Condemn Commercials
(Continued from Page I)
indication that the Commission
should act. The group said that,
the high psychological impact of
television was the key factor in
its move against TV cornmercials, as opposed to cornmercials in other media.
The petition brought out group
allegations that the broadcast industry is incapable of self-regulation, and that the FCC has been
largely unresponsive to problems,
of this sort in the past.
Although the Naional Association of Broadcasters, an industry
group, has, through its Code
Authority, developed a set of
standards that purport to regulate the commercial behavior of
stations which are members of
the Association, WATCH contended that the NAB's approach
is woefully inadequate. Calling
the Code a "glib facade for industry self-interest," the petition
pointed out that the enforcement
of standdrds for the fewer than
110% of television stations that

are members of the Code is less
than rigorous, that the general
public
is denied access to
hearings, and that the results of
disciplinary proceedings are not
made public.
The problem of television overcommercialization was. considered by the Federal Communications Commission almost exactly ten years ago. In that 1964
decision the Commission conceded that overcommercialization was indeed a problem, and
that the 'Commission had the
authority to deal with it, but that
there was insufficient information at that time to set down a
specific rule. During the ten-year
interim, no action has been taken
by the FCC on the problem other
than occasional reprimands to individual stations. WATCH contended that overcommercialization is not an isolated phenomenon engaged in by a few stations.
but an industry-wide practice
that merits immediate attention.
The petition' itself set up a
time-table for a gradual reaching

ABA Fam ily Law
Essay Contest Opens
by Greg Yadley
Junior and senior-year law students have until April 15 to enter the
1974 Howard C. Schwab Memorial Award Essay Contest in the field
of family law. The contest is sponsored by the American Bar Asso~i'
at.ion's Family Law Section in cooperation with the Toledo and OhIO
Bar associations. Contestants may write on any aspect of family law.
Suggested length is about 3,000 words. Essays that have been or are
scheduled to be published are ineligible for consideration.
First. second and third-place winners will-receive cash awards of
$500, $300 and $200 respectively. The winners "Yill be announced, and
the prizes awarded, during the Family Law Section's annual meeting
next August in Honolulu.
The contest is intended to create a greater interest in the field of
family law among U.S. law students, particularly members of the
ABA Law Student Division.
The contest is named for the late Howard C. Schwab,
chairman-elect of the ABA family Law Section at the time of his death
in 1969. He was a past president of the Toledo Bar Association and
past chairman of the Ohio State Bar Association'S. Family LawCommit.tee.
Law students who wish to enter the contest should request an
entry form from: Howard C. Schwab Memorial Award Essay Contest,
Section of Family Law, American Bar Association, 1155 East 60th
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637.

..

of the eight minute per hour
maximum. Immediately after the
effective date of the rule, commercia I interruptions would be
permitted only on the hour .and
half-hour. Television stations
. would be required to limit commercia Is to 9 minutes and 20 seconds during prime time, and to
14 minutes during non-prime
time, six months after the effective date of the rule. After
three years, the eight minute
standard for both prime and
non-prime time would become
fully effective.
The petition also urged the
banning of all advertising from
children's weekend programming
time, that is, from 7 AM to 2 PM
Saturday and Sunday. The proposed ban in this area is similar
to one put forth by Action on
Children's Television (ACT). a

Boston-based viewer I?'0up ..
The WATCH petitIOn omitted
pu bliIC service announcements.
• ,
statements of editorial opmion.
political advertising, an~ c.o~nter
commercials from its defm~tlOn of
commercial matter, thus allow. the broadcast of those items
mg
I' .
without regard to the time imits.
WATCH feels that the public interest benefits in the viewing ~f
such public oriented messages IS
sufficient to exempt such messages from the time standards.

~BREATHEHH
BREATHE (Breathers for the
Reduction of Atmospheric Hazards to the Environment),
a
group formed throughProfessor
Banzhafs Legal Activism Course
in the fall of 1973, has recently
become involved in two separate
actions designed to make syre

that the District's clean air law
is enforced.
The first was an intervention
in a petition for review of the En.
vironmental Protection Agency's
recently issued "Transportation
Control Plan for the National
Capital Area." BREATHE, along
with the Washington Area Bicyclist Association (WABA) and
the Metropolitan
Washington
Coalition for Clean Air, filed for
intervention in actions brought
by local governments in the U.S.
Courts of Appeals for both the
D.C. Circuit and the 4th Circuit.
The Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit granted intervention on February 13, and the
Fourth Circuit acquiesced to the
request on February 19. The
group explained that its purpose
was to make sure that environ.
(Please Turn to P. 7. Col. I)

Guild Panel Evaluates Energy
Allocations, Court's Attitudes
by Chuck Leone
Panel presentations on the energy crisis and on a
radical interpretation
of Supreme Court trends
highlighted a three-day Northeast Regional Conference of the National Lawyers Guild, held this
past weekend at the National Law Center. About
150 persons from the region, which extends from
D.C. north along the Atlantic coast, were in
attendance.
The Supreme Court panel featured David Rein. a
local attorney, and Mort Stavis and Nancy Stearns
of the Center for Constitutional Rights in New
York. Stavis and Stearns were both defense
counsel in the recent "Gainesville 8" trial of members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, accused of conspiracy to disrupt the 1972 Republican
National Convention in Miami Beach. Stavis was
also defense counsel in the "Chicago 7" conspiracy
trial.
The panel initially compared the present Nixon
court with various courts of the past. Although the
present court was considered less responsive to in- .
dividual rights than the Warren court, Rein concluded that there were three major areas in which
the Burger Court would not retreat from precedents established by the Warren Court. namely in
the areas of rights of indigent defendants. equal
protection for members of minority groups, and
apportionment.
Stearns traced the history of Supreme Court
treatment of women's issues and concluded that,
even though the court has made very significant
progress in the past few years. and may be more
reluctant now to advance further.
attorneys
dealing with women's issues should still take the

.

offensive in bringing such issues before the court.
Stavis responded to comments that liberal and
radical attorneys should not take potentially controversial cases to the highest court at this time
bec~use of the court's composition by stating that if
the court wants to make a particular decision, it
will find the case in which to do it. It is a political
advantage to bring a case to the court in which
there can be some popular support. even though
the court may rule in a contrary manner.
The energy panel discussed plans of the major
energy suppliers to develop western coal deposits.
The panel alleged that. although western coal (as
compared to eastern coal) has a much lower BTU
value. has a higher sulphur content. and would cost
(in diesel fuel) about 5% of the energy value of the
coal to transport it to the higher density energyconsuming regions. energy developers are nonetheless intending to exploit western deposits. The
panel contended that the prime reasons for this
decision were the easy access to western coal by
strip mining methods and the advantage of dealing
almost entirely with the Federal government, on
whose lands the greater part of the deposits lie,
instead of dealing with the multiplicity of state and
local regulations on the variously owned lands of
the Appalachian region.
The panel also criticised the allocation system for
gasoline now in effect. While institutions can appeal
to the Federal Energy Office in cases of hardship,
individuals who have gasoline problems can only
appeal to their state governments. Most states. the
panel noted. have no set regulations and no appeal
system in the allocation of emergency supplies of
fuel, thus raising several due process problems.

~--~---------------------------~---------------,
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How to Form Collectives,
Do A lternativeSolo Work -

Law Students In Court
,

by Carol Elder
The Criminal Division of D.C.
Law Students in Court is in its
second year of existence, and
presently boasts an enrollment of
20 selected students from Catholic, American and G.W. (Eleven
are NLC students.) Each student
carries an average caseload of
eight cases.
The kinds of charges which
students typically handle cover a
broad range: selling alcohol
without a license, disorderly
conduct, tampering with an auto,
petit
larceny,
possession
of
narcotics, simple assault, unlawful possession
of a pistol,
carrying a deadly weapon, etc.
The quality of supervision in
the program is superior. Robert
Roper and Lloyd Kadish both are
bright young attorneys,
and,
provide the students with constant criticism and analysis of
their case preparations
and
defense theories. They sit at
counsel table with the law
student, and lend an assist when
the going gets rough at a motion
hearing or trial.
The students meet weekly in
classes held in a courtroom. In
the fall, real Judges preside over
full-blown mock trials, and Assistant United States Attorneys
act as the prosecutors. Spring
classes center around game
theory in negotiations and settlements. In the spring, students
also devote class time to in depth
evaluations of trial segmentse.g. voir dire, opening statement,
cross examination, etc.

D.C. Law Students in Court
and its companion program, the
Georgetown
Criminal Justice
Clinic, have acquired solid reputations, in the Superior Court.
'Many of those who have participated in these programs wonder
how the system would survive
without its daily supplement of
court-appointed
law student
counsel.
Such presumptuous thinking
stems from the apparent shortage of competent counsel - to
represent indigents accused of
crimes in the District. This
scarcity of attorneys is probably
a result of several factors:
inadequate government funding
of the Criminal Justice Act
program (the source of courtappointed attorneys'
income),
the questionable quality of representation by, and therefore
limited utility of, some of the
older "5th Streeters," and the
sheer volume of misdemeanor
cases being arraigned daily.
Participants in the criminal
law student in court program
agree that the program is the
most valuable and instructive
experience of their formal legal
education. As one of the participants phrased it, "You're not a
glorified 'go-for' for an associate
of a big law firm, and you
actually argue the memorandum
you compose instead of simply
. delivering it to .a full-fledged
lawyer for his/her consideration,"
But there are drawbacks.
During -a particularly
busy

period, you can easily spend up
by Peter Doob
to 40 hours a week on the
Work collectives and alternative forms of solo practice will be the
program, and. suffer many a
principal topics treated in an open conference to be conducted next
sleepless night in contemplation
of ensuing trials. And, it is not Saturday by the Group on Alternative Law Practice at Catholic
uncommon to waste a whole day University Law School. Spokespersons from several of the better
Gainesville, Chicago People's
sitting in the lawyer's lounge, -known legal collectives-Pittsburgh,
waiting to be certified out to Law Office, and Boston Women's Collective-will lead discussions on
trial.
the mechanics of setting up work collectives of lawyers, law students,
and
other legal workers, and will pass on their experiences with this
There is also the minor detail
of academic credit. In the case of form of practice. Solo practitioners engaged in non-traditional
the NLC, the credit offering is practices will also lead sessions bearing upon the advantages and
wholly inadequate: three credits
problems with this style of alternative legal work.
a semester. Catholic University
Conference sponsors expect that many of the perennial issues
recently expanded its credit 'facing persons contemplating non-traditional practices will be raised.
offering from three to six' credits,
In the past, these have included legal form of organization, aviodance
Georgetown gives its students
of elitism in' staff structuring and in day-to-day .decision-making,
six credits a semester (and pays
mechanisms
for surviving financially, and humanizing relationships
them in the summer!), and
American offers four credits a between clients and legal practitioners.
The alternative legal practice movement has undergone extensive
\ term. The NLC will re-evaluate
changes in recent years as its base of interested law students and
its credit offering this spring,
and hopefully bring it into line younger practitioners has broadened considerably. Activity during
with reality.
the '60s was characterized primarily by the formation of communes
and
work collectives among persons of common political background:
Yet, even with the heavy
demands placed on the law usually identifying with antiwar and "third world" struggles, and
alienated from the lifestyles of conventional practitioners. Much
student's time and resources,
.most participants in the criminal
emphasis was placed on combatting the aspects of "professionalism"
division are quick to extol the that were considered elitist, sexist, and dehumanizing
value :.~ law student practice.
By contrast, the resurgence of interest in alternative legal practice
Even those students who had appears to be significantly broader-based. GALP spokesperson Judy
and have no intention of pursuing
Kincaid indicated that the current mailing list for their newsletter has
a practice of criminal law are
passed the 700 mark. All law school placement offices receive a copy,
happy for the courtroom expoand placement personnel have demonstrated increasing interest in
sure they've received in the
their materials. GALP's function as a clearinghouse on alternative
program.
legal practice will be expanded later this year by publication of a
. Anysecond-year
law student
directory of existing practices and of a nuts-and-bolts manual aimed
who can afford the time, and who
at
providing basic information on how different non-traditional
has a serious interest in law
practices
can be organized .
student practice, should apply
The conference, running 10am-4pm, will be held in CD Law School's
for the criminal division of the
D.C. Law Students in Court Moot Court room. Lunch material will be available at CU. No advance
program at the Legal Aid Office registration is necessary. Conference organizers indicate that all
by March 8.
interested law students and legal workers would be welcome.

ATTENTIO
1st & 2nd Year Students
AT ABSOLUTELY NO COST TO' YOU
ATTEND WrrHOUT OBLIGATION
Lectures on any three subjects of your Choice
DAY
DATE
Mar
7 Thur
7 Thur
8: Fri
8 Fri
9 Sat
14 Thur
14 Thur
IS Fri
15 Fri
16 Sat
21 Thur
·21 Thur
22 Fri
22 Fri
23 Sat
28 Thur
28 Thur
29 Fri
29 Fri
:,0 Sat

TIME·
1:30 6:30 1:30 6:30 10:00 1:30 6:30 1:30 6:30 10:00 .
1:30 .
6:30 1:30 6:30 10:00 1:30 6:30 1:30 .
6:30 .
10:00 .

PM
3:30
8:30
3:30
8:30
12:00
3:30
8:30
3:30
8:30
12:00
3:30
8:30
3:30
8:30
12:00
3:30
8:30
3:30
8:30
12:00

. SUBJECT

DATE

Contracts I
Contracts I
Contracts II
Contracts II
Contracts and Sales
Secured Transactions
Secured Transactions
Criminal Law
Criminal Law
Crirn, Law & Real Prop
Real Property II
Real Property II
Real Prop. & Evidence
Real Prop. & Evidence
Evidence II
Torts I
Torts I
Torts II
Tom 11
Agency

Apr

4
4
5
5
6
II
II
12
13
18
18
19
19
20
2S
25
26
26
27

DAY
Thur
Thur
Fri
Fri
Sat
Thur
Thur
Fri
Sat
Thur
Thur
Fri
Fri
Sat
Thur
Thur
Fri
Fri
Sat

TIME-

PM

1:30 - 3:00
6:30 - 8:30
1:30 . 3:30
6:30 - 8:30
10:00 . 12:00
1:30 - 3:30
6:308:30
no class
no class
1:303:30
6:30 - 8:30
1:30 - 3:30
6:30 - 8:30
10:00 - 12:00
1:30 - 3:30
6:30 - 8:30
1:30 - 3:30
6:30 - 8:30
10:00 - 12:00

SUBJECT
Conflicts
Conflicts
Constitutional
Law
Constitutional
Law
Con, Law & Taxation
Equity and Trusts
Equity and Trusts

Corporations
'Corporations
Partnerships
Partnerships
Personal Property
Civil Procedure
Civil Procedure
Criminal Procedure
Criminal Procedure
Negotiable Instruments

All lectures are live. Reservations will be accepted on a first call basis.
Classroom material is provided.

NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Washington's oldest, most experienced
133,4ilC"St,,"!.W.,.Washington,

and most successful School

D.C.20005 Tel: 347-7574

.
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1£bitririal
On Grade Reform
As a result of the posting of last semester's grades, the
perennial
National Law Center issue of grade reform has
been revived once again. The obvious disparity
in grades
among the four first-year day sections dismayed many students, who considered themselves the victims of inequity.
Their dismay turned to a justifiable
sense of outrage when
they discovered
that their only recourse was to appeal directIy to the individual professors involved.
It is time for the NLC to provide a formal mechanism
whereby a student who believes that he has received an
unjust grade can appeal it. A review board with the power
to change unjust grades should be instituted.
Such a review
board should include a dean and one or more faculty members, We also urge the inclusion of student representatives,
with full voting rights. on this panel, A grade review board
would provide a far more effective
check on potential
abuses of professorial
discretion
than the present mandatory. grade curve.,
.'
The curve has failed to eliminate the disparity in grading.
As a result. various plans to modify or abolish the curve
have been proposed.
The latest proposal,
presented
elsewhere in this issue by Craig Schiller, would abolish both the
mandatory
curve and the present alphabetical
sectioning of
all first-year day students.
We cannot endorse the Schiller proposal. We believe that
it would not solve the present problem;
indeed, it would
exacerbate
it.
_ We agree that alphabetical
sectioning
creates undesirable inequities.
A student's
first-year record should not be
affected by his last name. Division of the entire first-year
day class into four sections on a random basis would correct
this problem.
However. the substitution
of a possibility of 64 combinations of professors for the present system of four cohesive
units. as proposed by Schiller. introduces a new opportunity
for inequities.
Some students would inevitably be assigned,
on a random basis. to course sections with professors
who
are either all high or all low graders. With even the minimal
limitations
on discretion
of the present grade curve' removed. such students would clearly be at an advantage,
or
disadvantage.
in comparison
with the remainder
of the
first-year class.
A more effective remedy would be to retain the present
four-section structure. but divide the class randomly rather
. than alphabetically.
and require the NLC administration
to
make a conscious effort to assign professors to the various
sections in a more equitable manner.
As an additional
equalizing
measure, first-year students
should be ranked. for purposes of law review selection and
summer jobs, only on the basis of their standing within their
own sections. Thus, the practical
disadvantages
resulting
from any disparity among the sections would be effectively
eliminated.
Further delays cannot be tolerated.
It is imperative that
these measures
for the benefit of first-year students,
an.d
the grade review board; which would benefit all students, be
enacted now.
.
'~-------------o
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Due Process In Grading
by Lee Bishop
. .
Problems with the gradmg
system at the law school are not
news to most students. Although
everybody knows that no grade
based on a three-hour exam can
adequately measure a student's
grasp of a course, all are aware ~f
the influential role that nurnerical averages play in competition
for jobs.
The faculty voted last fall to
impose a grade curve on large
classes. While this was a worthy
attempt to control erratic grading, it did not go far enough to
solve the problem.
Most professors' grades are
distributed within a relatively
narrow range. Some professors
consistently grade high, while a
notable few fill up the bottom of
the curve. Others give both very
high and very low grades, but
few in between. This erratic
grading policy can create unnecessary hardships for N"LC
students ..
Yet, the problem is not merely
that grades are erratic. The most
serious defect of the present sys-

tern is that there is no way that a
student can question or appeal
the grade he receives.
In any school, a student should
have the recognized right to see
his professor about his exam.
The absence of due process with
respect to grades is especially
absurd in a law school.
At the very least. every student should be allowed to see his
exam, and confer with his professor. (Of course, priority should
be given to those who did the
worst.) No professor should be
allowed to bar students from
access to their exam papers. We
must have the recognized right
to see those papers, and to
question the -professor
about
them.
Most difficulties with grades
will be eliminated by such a conference. The two persons, teacher and student, both acting in a
professional manner, should be
able to correct any misunderstanding and resolve all disputes.
If this conference does not
resolve the dispute, however, the

student should have some fur.
ther alternative.
Whereas the
legal system has procedures to
.check
arbitrary
exercises of
'power by contractors. landlords.
and even Presidents,
we at
George Washington have no
avenue of response to arbitrary
grades or grading policies. •
Some procedure must be established to provide a remedy to
a student who feels, rightly or
not, that he has been injured by
the capricious act of a professor.
This process can take the form of
an Appeal Board, or even the opportunity to retake the exam.
A law school of the caliber of
the National Law Center should
be in the forefront of the legal
profession-in its curriculum. its
faculty, its students. and' its administration. It makes no sense
for the school to refuse to extend
due process to its own students,
while piously exhorting them to
demand it for their clients. It is
imperative that some form of due
process ,for law students be
enacted now.

Congress Flubbed It
by Stuart Oelbaum
While Congress discusses the
merits of an Eisenhower Convention Center for downtown Washington, Abe Pollin's Capital
Centre in Largo stands as a
-rnonument to the futility of the
legislators' proceedings.
The time for' Congress and
other government officials to
seriously consider building a
downtown center was a year ago,

when pdllirr still needed a home
for his pro basketball and hockey
teams.
Now, any consideration of a
.city convention center borders
on foolishness. Washington does
not need two modern arenas. An
Eisenhower Center could turn
out to be nothing more than a
white, elephant breaking the
taxpayer's back.
Such a center would have been
a major boost for revitalizing
downtown, but now the financial
risk is too great. For one. Pollin
owns the two steadiest customers for a Washington arena.
the Bullets and his hockey team.
You know where they're going to'
play.
A new arena would have to
live on a steady diet of special
shows, such as conventions, rock
.
. .~..
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concerts, car shows, exhibitions.
etc. Even if it outbid Largo for all
these attractions, it stilI might
suffer from financial malnutrition
at the box office.
Pollin considered building in
Washington. but officials dragged
their feet. and he was forced to
go to Largo in order to have a
home for the Bullets this season.
Officials must bear" the brunt
of the blame for not having the

Centre in Washington.
They
should have speeded up the'
wheels of bureaucracy and granted Pollin some concessions,
within reason,
The potential benefits an arena
would have had for Washington
were so great that the government should have gambled a bit.
You have to take some chances if
you want to win big.
Pollin also should have been'
more willing to work out a
f~asible plan for building in the
~Ity. However, the spunky build-.
mg magnate can't be blamed for
not risking his personal fortune
for the good of Washington.
(E.ven Joe Danzansky, widely
admired for his efforts to bring
b~seb~ll back, is hesitant to put
his Giant Food Stores in the
poor~r parts of the city.)
, Without a competing arena, a

downtown center would have
had two pro teams plus the extra
attractions. All these attractions
would have brought more people
into the city.
When people come, so does the
demand for amenities. Restaurants would have followed. and
the arena section of the city
would have experienced
an
economic revival.
New restaurants, even plastic
places like McDonalds, represent
an improvement for a dilapidated
section of the city. In Largo.
they'll be another blight on the
land, despite being a service. The
city needs new buildings, Largo
doesn't,
A city location would have
been accessible to many more
people than the mobile, affluent
suburbanites
who can .drive
around the beltway and pay
$1.50 for parking at Largo.
The lack of parking at a
downtown
arena
may have
deterred
some suburban custorners, but not that many. Look
at Madison Square Garden.
. Also. mass transportation to
and from a downtown location is
infinitely better than for a place
such as Largo. Subway service
would have been available downtown in a few years. By the time
Metro
reaches
Largo, telescreens will be commonplace.
All of these developments
would have benefitted the city as
a whole. Unfortunately, they are
not the profit-making aspects
.that
lure entrepreneurs
who
build arenas.
Let Largo be a lesson for
government
officials and city
planners. They must learn to
speed up the wheels of bureaucracy, so that, they can work'
effectively with private enterprise for the benefit of all.

Fonda Dons Aura of an Ora t;;;974-'
by Jeff Menick
You still have five more performances in which to see
Henry Fonda's one-man dramatization of the life of
Clarence Darrow. Don't blow it.
In perhaps the finest one-man dramatization I've ever
seen, even eclipsing Hal Holbrook's Mark Twain, Fonda
brings Darrow to life, creating again the aura of the
masterful trial attorney who must have defended every
unpopular cause around the country during the first few
decades of this century.
On a fairly simple stage which is divided into three
sections (downstage right is Darrow's office; center
stage, the courtroom; and stage left, his home), Fonda
wanders back and forth redeeming the legal profession,
even as indictments are handed down against another
Watergate seven, as Darrow mocked the narrow selfinterest of the majority of his' contemporaries in the
legal fraternity.
Fonda is simply a marvel. As a screen star, his roles
have tended to be vehicles, and one forgets the superb
craftsmanship of the performer. But this role, on the
stage, at this particular point in time, reveals the truly.
remarkable abilities of a man who has 'spent most of his
life developing and refining the skills of his craft.
Darrow is simply one of the finest evenings Washington theater has seen in many moons, perhaps the best
thing done here outside of Arena in years, and this play
is a must for a law student.

.

,

I was surprisingly disappointed in the Jackson
Browne/Linda Ronstadt show at Georgetown last week.
I guess I have to get into the right frame of mind to
listen to country-type music, because except for the ast
number of Ronstadt's set, where Lowell George of ,Little Feat came on to pla'y with her band on a really
cooing number, her performance was dull, dull, dull.
She has an absolutely crystal-clear voice, and a very
comely appearance that helps make her audience want
to like her, but between the logistical problems of doing
two sets in Washington the night before a Carnegie Hall
appearance, and an out-of-tune piano, the show went
anything but smoothly, arid could simply be called lackluster.
The concert had been scheduled to begin at 7:30, but
didn't get underway until almost an hour later. Then
there was another delay of almost an hour as the piano
had to be tuned before Jackson Browne would appear,
so it was well past ten when he came on stage and began
his first set.

I guess I'm beginning to feel my age, but I no longer
have the patience to sit around and wait for two or three
hours for a show to get going, while everyone is getting
stoned out of their minds and the chairs are getting
more uncomfortable by the minutes.
.
Browne is a fine songwriter and a good enough singer
to put his material over effectively, but being a creature
built, as they say for comfort, not for speed, I was too
bummed out to hang around and listen to him finish his
set, so I left halfway through.
I decided that I would rather go home and listen to
the new Van Morrison album again. A two-record set

.recorded live during several different concerts, the
album shows Morrison at his best. The material covers
everything from his own originals, through "Gloria" and
"Here Comes the Night" from his days as a member of
Them, to a tribute to some of his major influences,
Sonny Boy Williamson and Willie Dixon, a fabulous
version of Ray Charles' "I Believe To My Soul," and Sam
Cooke's "Bring It On Home."
The orchestrations are just fantastic, and the play
between Morrison and the band makes this one of the
finest concert recordings the rock idiom has ever seen.
The reason for this is simple. So much of rock depends
on electronic wizardry, rather than musical capability,
that without the control of a master behind the panels,
all of the stuffthat sells those millions of slabs ofpolyvinyl chloride would sound like the trash it is.
Morrison, however, is one of the most talented people
in the pop field, and his excellent songwriting ability is
matched by a knowledge and understanding of jazz that
allows this album to reflect the creativity and -spontaneity of a very tight group playng off of each other
during those concerts. Don't pass this one by. It's called
It's Too Late to Stop Now .. _., and it's on Warners 2BS
2760.

Again, the record moguls are instituting higher
prices. New album product by established artists is
coming out with a $6.98 list, while new artists and lesser
, known ones get a $5.98 tag. This translates into about a
60 cents difference at the store, at least in the D.C. area
where the $6.98's can generally be found for around
$3.99, while the $5.98's sell for as little as $3.39.
,Blaming the energy crisis for a vinyl shortage is total
nonsense. The cost of the. disc itself is so minimal that
even tripling it would still mean it was less than 25
cents. Inflation is at it again, but I can't help think thatthere are too many no-talent groups being signed to
lavish contracts with ridiculous amounts spent on the
packaging and promotion of their garbage product. But
I guess there ain't nothin' to do but gripe, -and hope that
I can occasionally keep someone from wasting four or
five bucks on a piece of garbage.
The only other lp in the rock vein I've liked recently
was a big surprise, in a way. Although I have been a Lou
Reed fan since his days with the Velvet Und-erground,
his performance at Shady Grove last summer was so awful that I was certain that only the work of those
electronic genies had ever made him appear to have any
talent. At that concert, even the local RCA promotion
man admitted that it was the worst show he had ever
seen.
Consequently, when his new album, Rock 'n' Roll
Animal came in, I took one look at the glittery, out-offocus cover, noted that it had been recorded live at the
Academy of Music in New York, and tossed it aside. The
next day, however, my clock radio woke me to the
strains of a musical intro thati segued into Sweet Jane,
an old Underground standard, and it was a marvelous
way to begin the morning. I played the album when I
got home from work that night, and along with
Morrison, it has been on my turntable ever since.
The first three cuts are from the Underground days,
"Sweet Jane," "Heroin," and "White Light/White
Heat," while "Lady Day" is on his last solo lp and "Rock
'n' Roll" is not on any other Ips. This is raunchy rock 'n
roll with all of the angst of today's screwed up world,
but very' strong, very powerful as a medium of communication. This is the kind of music our parents feared
when Elvis swiveled his hips in the fifties and, frankly, I
think it's fantastic.
The Ip is very well produced and as bad as Reed was
in Gaithersburg, that's how good he sounds in New
York. The Intro/Sweet Jane cut is worth the price of
the album alone.

Random Sections Urgedfor First Year
by Craig Schiller
The current first-year grading
curve was instituted to remedy
grading disparities whereby a
first-year student's cumulative
average was tied to the spelling
of his last name.
Under the present system,
four day sections are alphabetically chosen, and the grading
discretion of professors is controlled by the mandatory firstyear curve.
Since all grading curves in
general, and the mandatory firstyear curve in particular, have
lately come into some disrepute,
viable alternatives to th-e curve
are being discussed. One such
alternative is the abolition of alphabetical sectioning.
Let us consider the class structure of the first semester of the
first year, for all courses in which
numerical grades are received
(i.e., contracts, torts, and criminal law). The, analysis is, of
course, equally applicable to
either semester.
Under the present system of
four alphabetical sections, there
are created exactly four "types"
of first-year day students (ignoring the effects of section-switching or late registrants,
and

high grades, they benefit to the first-year day students.
Under the proposal, there will
detriment of everyone else. If
one section gets the low grades, - no longer be the "homeroom"
they suffer to everyone else's sections A-I, A-2, A-3, and A-4.
There will no longer be just four
"types" of students. - Instead,
Contracts
Prof
Torts
Prof
Criminal
Prof
Section
Type
-'
there will be 64 "types", of
b
A-I
a
c
I
first-year students. That is, there
d
e
A-2
f
2
will
be 64 ways a student can_
g
h
A-3
3
have
a three-professor combinak
A-4
j
4
-tion.
(There are four contracts proThus, a student in a given benefit. But' really, everybodyfessors, four torts professors,
section, say A-2, has a given pro- loses by the, inequality of the
and four criminal law professors.
fessor-set, Here, the A-2 student
system.
A student can get exactly one for
has the professor-set (d, e, f). As
While the grading curve limits
individuals, professors d, e, or f the disparity somewhat, it is each course. Thus, there are 4 x 4
x 4 = 64 different student
may be "high graders" or "low viewed by many professors and
"types".)
graders," if either.
students alike as an arbitrary
The figure 64 assumes that
If, for A-2, the set contains all constraint. In an effort to elimifour different professors teach
"high graders," then the average nate inequality, it has created
only one section each of the firstsemester average of an A-2 some. In addition, itIs possible
year courses. Where one prostudent will be somewhat higher for grades to fall within the letter
fessor teaches
two sections,
than that of the average student of the curve, but to escape its
there would be 4 x 4 x 3
48
in another section. Similarly, if spirit.
.
different student "types".
the A-2 professor-set were to
_There is no way, to eliminate
Thus, where there are 64 difcontain all "low graders," the grading disparities among proaverage A-2 student's average fessors, even if it is desirable to ferent student "types," the imwould be correspondingly lower. do so. But there is a way to pact on the entire student body
Thus, the impact of one eliminate the mass impact of of one set containing all extraordinarily high or low graders is
professor-set containing all very these group disparities without
eliminated. The curve now behigh or low graders is severe. As the necessity of the first-year
comes unnecessary.
many as one-quarter of the day curve.
Here is an example: Under the
class is singled out to receive
Proposal: AU first-year classes
these "abnormal" grades.
should be chosen at random from present alphabetical system, say
, If one section' receives- very' :among the entire pool of full-time A-2 one year has alLthree "low

assuming that each course has
exactly four day section!" each
with different professors). See
chart.

=

graders." Say the class averages
for contracts, torts, and criminal
law are 70, 71, and 72. Thus, the
A-2 average grade average is 71.
On the other hand, sayan
average A-4 student's grades
were 79, 80 and 81. Then the
average A-4 average would be
80. Here, the' A-4 average is
significantly higher than that of
the typical A-2 student. That is,
one - quarter of the entire day
class has averages much higher
than another quarter of the class.
But under the proposal,' the
impact of a group of students
having these
alphabet-bound
high or low cumulative average
is substantially lessened. Now,
only 1/64 of the first year class
would have these skewed averages.
There is no doubt as to the
equitable results of the proposal.
It achieves the same result as the
grading curve by letting the law
of averages work its free hand.
Unlike the grading curve, however, it lets students receive the
grades they have earned. In addition, professors and deans will
not have to hear how "they" have
ruined a student's career for
want of a _point.·'
,
'
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Nicholson Salvages Tearjerker
Randy Quaid, a relatively
unknown actor who had a bit
part in The Last Picture Show
plays the poor Seaman Meadows.
Physically Meadows is large and
hulking, but in a flabby, uncoordinated way. He is a whipped,
ignorant kid who is too beaten to
even be mad. As the trio makes
the first leg of its journey, the
audience sees how Meadows got
:::;: into trouble in the first place: he
t is a compulsive shoplifter, stealiii:: ing candy .from a 'counter and
some - carrots from a passing
:::!: ~~~fe~~ngcart even while hand-

by Mark Leemon
The Last Detail is a tearjerking soap opera about five
days in the lives of three Navy
enlisted men. It is a technically
inaccurate, dully-directed movie
which has that irritating, Mike
Nichols way of blatantly contriving for your emotions. But I
loved it.
This film is a perfect example
of how sterling performances can
save an otherwise lackluster
production. Jack Nicholson is'
becoming a specialist at such
movies, although
in Carnal
Knowledge he did not have any
help. Fortunately for him (and
for everyone else), The Last
Detail benefits from almost
flawless casting, particularly in
the role of the morose protagonist:
a
luckless,
lurching,
eighteen-year old seaman who
was caught with his hand in a
polio charity box.
The plot, such as it is centers
on an. assignment. givento Petty
Officers Buddusky (Nicholson)

and Mulhall (Otis Young): es- plaint. As the argument builds,
corting the forlorn Seaman the bartender, a just-followingMeadows from Norfolk, Virginia, orders type, threatens to call the
to the naval prison in Ports-' shore patrol only to have
mouth, New Hampshire, where Nicholson level an automatic
he is to begin an eight-year
pistol at him and snarl: "I am the
sentence for his futile attempt to mctherf-s-Ing
shore
patrol."
lift $40.00.
The movie chronicles the trio's
journey north through garish,
tinselly city' neighborhoods as
the two escorts decide to give
their hapless companion the time
of his pointless life.
Jack Nicholson delivers his
best screen performance to date
as a lower middle class, boozeguzzling, hustling career sailor
who has a chip-on-the-shoulder
cockiness of a high school
brawler suddenly turned 40.
The world is just waiting to
kick you in the seat of your
pants, Buddusky maintains, and
the only way to survive is to kick
back. In Washington a bartender
refuses to sell the underaged
Meadows a beer. Nicholson is
incensed and offers some" com- Later, he chortles at the bartender's fear.
Nicholson is the instigator in
the humanitarian plot to initiate
prisoner Meadows into a rather
vulgar view of manhood through.
a series of binges, a fight in a
men's room with marines, a
smutty bookstore, and a brothel.,
He leads his two companions'
with a constant, very funny
••
profane banter that provides the
movie with its best lines.
The other escort, a lifer of a
different sort, is a black man
from the deepSouth who follows
Nicholson's lead out of a basic
~~V~
sense of decency. Otis Young
.. ,
plays Mulhall as a good man in
' , .. - .
~
G«cJi
"the system," "The navy's the
,',
<:>
':'
'.
best thing that ever happened
.' .. " --,: ~ .: .: ~','.'.',~" .::.' .
to me," he says at one point, and
.'<:::.".-: ':: '.:: ,', ...... ....
he means it.

Young gives a solid, understated 'performance that is an
ideal counter-balance to Nicholson's flamboyance. He is brilliant
talking to a college-age couple
who confront him with some
standard left-wing rhetoric about

:t

Meadows is a loser from the
word go. To needlessly reinforce
this point the two escorts take
Meadows to see his mother, only
to find no one in his messy,'
broken home.

blacks in the military; his face
just turns to some beautifully
funny expressions of incredulity
and condescension.
Incidentally,
the whole' sequence with these people, who
are members of a chanting
Buddhist organization; will justify the price of admission for
haters of similar groups who
pester people . on the streets
around GW. It is sweet revenge.

'

2001
a space ouvssev

Quaid gives his dull-witted
character life as he struggles to
understand and be friends with a
world that has fated him for bad
times only. When asked by one of
the chanters why he doesn't
escape, Meadows replies that he
can't, because Buddusky and
Mulhall, whom he hardly knows,
are his "best friends."
With a little less hard-sell
sentimentalism
and a livelier
pace, '(he Last Detail could have
been a classic. However, warts
and all, it is moving and
worthwhile in spite of itself,

, :J
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(Continued from Page 1)
has already taken several steps
to remedy the immediate problem. In addition, several general
proposals are presently in the

catalyst for action. While still
very much concerned with the
incident which motivated the
group, the focus of the committee
has encompassed problems much
broader than this specific difplanning stage.
Areas of discussion for this ficulty. This is a problem
committee have included pos- throughout
the National Law
sible remedies for students who Center and affects each' arid
have failed or done poorly in every student and professor.
courses. Mentioned as alternaThe ultimate goal of this
tives to the current lack of any committee will be 'to make a
procedure have been such ideas presentation at the March 12
as a review board, allowing meeting of the SBA grade reform
repeating of required courses, committee. In the next week the
privilege to retake examinations,
ad hoc committee will appreciate
and repeating of all courses in any comment's from the univerwhich a grade of D or below has sity community.
Suggestions
been received.
may be .left in the SBA office.
The committee is also con- Anybody interested in the work
cerned with difficulties faced by of this committee should contact
the student body as a whole. Roy Baldwin.
Included herein are such topics
as access to graded papers,
A sandwich machine has been
possession of papers, and con- installed in the basement lounge
sultation with professors.
of Stockton Hall at the request of
. Thus the developments of the the SBA Physical Facilities Compast semester have served as a mittee.
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BREATHE
(Continued from Page 2)
mental concerns
didn't
get
pushed aside in the review of
EP A's decision.
In
its
second
action,
BREATHE, charging that the
'District of Columbia government
has not fulfilled the obligations
imposed by the Clean Air Act of
1970 and local clean air regulations, filed suit on February 22
against the District of Columbia
government and Mayor WalterWashington in U.S. District
Court, requesting the Court to
order the D.C. officials to enforce
existing air pollution laws.
The suit focuses on the Air
Quality Control Regulations, local laws which are the heart of
the District's program to eliminate poIlution and to comply with
Federal clean air standards. The.
suit declares that "persistent inadequate enforcement
of the
D.C.
Regulations
undermines, , ,.. the air pollution
control program in D.C. Among
the nine separate counts, the
complaint alleges that the District officials have knowingly al-.
lowed the Regulations to be
violated repeatedly, that Mayor
Washington has not released a
report required by law to be released over one year ago. and
that the conduct of the District
officials has repeatedly violated
the Clean Air Act.
The lawsuit requests that the

SBA Comm ittees

Election Data

In the last issue. The Advocate
Mayor and agencies of the D.C. reported that only 29% of the
government submit to the court students of the National Law
a comprehensive plan for the Center voted in the SBA presienforcement of the D.C. Air dential election. Although that
Quality Control Regulations and figure is correct, the article failed
the Clean Air Act, including spe- to mention that of the 1800 stucific provisions for effective co- dents at the National Law
Center, about 400 are graduate
ordination among the various
agencies. --and unclassified students and are
.BREATHE had previously in- therefore ineligible to vote. Of
those eligible (slightly more than
itiated a complaint card program
in response to claims by D.C. of- 1400), 37% cast a vote for
ficials that they did not have the - Student Bar Association Presistaff to spot and report large dent.
numbers of air pollution law violators. (See The Advocate. January 23.1974.)
However. "citing violators is
ineffective when the laws are
Deferred
_simply not enforced," said group
spokesman Brian Madden. "By
tuition payments
this suit we hope to see the District begin to make progress toare due today.
ward meeting the national air
quality standards."

REMINDER:

termpapers

The SBA Committee on Committees (Judd Kutcher. John Gunther.
and Ellen Peter) strongly urges all fellow students to become
members of the SBA Standing Committees and the Student-Faculty
Committees.
There are no restrictions on who will be accepted on the SBA
Standing Committees; The SBA is, however. limited to only a certain
number of representatives on the Student-Faculty Committee. These
students will be chosen by and from the members of the parallel SBA
Standing Committee on an at random basis.
If you are tired of complaining about what is wrong in the law
school (or if you are not tired of complaining, but looking for a captive
audience) join a committee. or a few committees!

Law Spouses Notes
by Sue Stanford
The Law Spouses are sponsoring a night at the Kennedy Center
Opera House at 8 P.M. on Friday, March 22. A Little Night Music,
winner of the 1973 Tony Award for best musical and a New York
Drama Critic's Award, is the featured production. Following the
show, there will be a BYO party at the Alumni Lounge, 71'121st St.
N.W.
.
Tickets are just $11.00 per couple. To obtain tickets. send a check
made out to Laurie Levinson to her at 4908 Herkimer St., Annandale,
Virginia. 22003. The checks must be postmarked no later than
Monday, March 11.

tecmpapers
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WinSome Wine?

SBA.Sponsors Coed Basketball
by Paul Beck
The SBA is about to launch a
new sports program for active
participation in a variety of
sports contests by all interested
law students at the National Law
Center. First-year student John
Brusniak, chairman of the SBA
Sports - Committee,
has announced that the 1974 NLC
Basketball Tournament will begin during the week of March 10.
Brusniak explained that the
tournament will either be in
single-elimination format or dual
winners-losers
brackets,
with
parallel rounds after a first loss
in the opening round. A total of
fourteen teams had entered the
competition by last Friday, with
several more entries expected. .
The first round will be held on
. Sunday, March 10, and games
will be played continuously
throughout the week, leading up

to a championship match on Friday night, March 15. The games
will be played under regulation
intramural
rules,
with two
twenty-minute halves. Each team
will be limited to two non-NLC
members, and will further be required to supply a referee for at
least one game (not their own).
According to Brusniak "women
who would like to participate are
invited to do so, and we welcome
.them." The deadline for teams to
enter was March 4; however,
rosters may be amended until
Friday, March 8. The minimum
number of persons on any team is
six and the maximum roster
permissible is twelve members.
Brusniak hopes for a high degree of participation and vocal
support for your favorite teams,
so he urges that everyone come
out to play or' cheer and bring
your friends. ,As an incentive for

the teams, a prize is being offered to the winning team,
probably a keg of beer or a case
·ofwine.
Brusniak added that a softball
tournament is in the offing for
April, and that the possibility of
a student-faculty softball game is

currently
being investigated.
Ideas for future semesters inelude a tennis tournament, a volleyball competition, and even a
bicycle race.
The SBA Sports Committee is
an ad hoc committee; it welcomes
any and all suggestions as to

other athletic contests for the
NLC to organize. Furthermore,
the committee would welcome
the participation of those who
are interested in helping to plan
future events. Anyone interested
may call John Brusniak at
293-6495.
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A Totally Pragmatic
Review Course
At the Top of the
University

LIMITED IN SIZE

Center

BOOKTI-WFT
FOR BOoKlDVERS
Come join us at our extraordinary
50% OFF
'giant paperback book sale. .
Outstanding current and back list
titles from many leading publishers.
This is a sale Booklovers can't afford to miss.

FEATURING:
• Two volumes of course outlines of outstanding quality.
• Seven weeks of classroom explanation and discussion of
past and hypothetical bar exam questions and answers.
• Quality instruction by a young, dynamic faculty willing to
do more. than just what is required.
• A revised course designed to keep you abreast of recent
changes in the law and the bar exam itself.
• Complete Multistate preparation including hundreds of
sample questions and .instructions in exam taking
technique.
'"
• Tapes of classes available for use in case of any missed
classes.
.
• Availability of our faculty to grade and/or critique any
written work submitted by any student.
• A. course, limited in size, and taught at College Park,
Maryland, on the campus of the University of Maryland.
.• The highest passing rate of all Bar Review courses offered
in Maryland, 87% for people taking the exam for the first
time.
Materials issued upon payment

of $185

CALL: (301) 434'·1376 ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT
OR
WRITE: MARYLAND BAR REVIEW COURSE~ INC.
POST OFFICE' BOX 1144
LANGLEY PARK, MARYLAND 20787
Register

Now For The January

Or June Course

